ABSTRACT Motivation: A global view of the protein space is essential for functional and evolutionary analysis of proteins. In order to achieve this, a similarity network can be built using pairwise relationships among proteins. However, existing similarity networks employ a single similarity measure and therefore their utility depends highly on the quality of the selected measure. A more robust representation of the protein space can be realized if multiple sources of information are used. Results: We propose a novel approach for analyzing multi-attribute similarity networks by combining random walks on graphs with Bayesian theory. A multi-attribute network is created by combining sequence and structure based similarity measures. For each attribute of the similarity network, one can compute a measure of affinity from a given protein to every other protein in the network using random walks. This process makes use of the implicit clustering information of the similarity network, and we show that it is superior to naive, local ranking methods. We then combine the computed affinities using a Bayesian framework. In particular, when we train a Bayesian model for automated classification of a novel protein, we achieve high classification accuracy and outperform single attribute networks. In addition, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique by comparison with a competing kernel-based information integration approach. Availability: Source code is available upon request from the primary
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the overall organization of the protein universe is one of the most important problems in computational biology. Such a global view serves as a key component for the functional analysis of proteins, and reveals insights into the evolutionary processes. Being able to categorize proteins based on their sequence and structural characteristics is an important first step towards achieving this goal.
There have been a number of studies for analyzing the protein universe. Liu and Rost (2003) present a review of recent automated methods for clustering protein space. Many of these studies focus on clustering protein sequences because of the relative abundance of sequence data compared with structural data. Yona et al. (1999) present a large-scale analysis of protein space by building a global map (ProtoMap) based on similarity of sequences. As one application of such a global view, Portugaly et al. (2002) estimate the probability of a protein to have a new fold, by superimposing the known folds onto the protein sequence similarity network. In similar studies, Yona and Levitt (2000) and Pandit et al. (2002) organize clusters of protein sequences based on known structural information.
The recent growth in the number of structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000) has enabled new analysis methods to uncover the global organization of the protein structural space (Holm and Sander, 1996; Hou et al., 2003) . Holm and Sander (1996) present a classification of the protein structure space based on the Dali (Holm and Sander, 1993 ) structure similarity scores. Hou et al. (2003) built a global three-dimensional map of the protein fold space in which structurally related folds are represented by spatially adjacent points. As more protein structures are solved, more accurate predictions about the layout of the protein universe will be possible. Moreover, a new view of the protein universe created by combining sequence and structure information will reveal the complex correlations between sequence and structure homology, and the process of evolution.
The advantages of integrating multiple data sources for predicting protein function has been demonstrated by a number of recent studies (Deng et al., 2004; Lanckriet et al., 2004; Pavlidis et al., 2001; Yamanishi et al., 2004) . Deng et al. (2004) use Markov random field (MRF) for assigning function based on information on protein interactions, gene expression profiles, protein complex membership, and domain presence. The integration is manually designed, e.g. complex membership data are integrated into the model as prior probabilities while co-expression is a part of the interaction network model, therefore limiting the automated integration of new data sources. Moreover, because the model is learned for a given function, n separate models are required for an n-class classification problem. Kernel-based integration approaches (Lanckriet et al., 2004; Schoelkopf et al., 2004; Yamanishi et al., 2004) provide a more extensible way of integrating multiple data sources, since basic operations (e.g. addition, multiplication by a constant) can be used on kernels of single data sources to produce valid combined kernels. A number of kernels such as string kernels (Haussler, 1999; Lodhi et al., 2000; Saigo et al., 2004) have been especially developed for biological data (Schoelkopf et al., 2004) .
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for analyzing multi-attribute similarity networks built using multiple pairwise similarity measures. Our approach is based on random walks on graphs and exploits the global structure of the similarity network to infer protein relationships. The use of random walks over graphs for classification and clustering received considerable attention in recent years (Pan et al., 2004; Szummer and Jaakkola, 2001 ). The idea of random walks can be related to starting an energy diffusion process originating from a designated node of the similarity network and observing the final energies received by other nodes in the network. A similar approach has been used by Weston et al. (2004) to analyze the similarity network of protein sequences created using PSI-Blast (Altschul and Koonin, 1998) scores. The main difference in our approach is that we provide a Bayesian framework for merging random walk results of multiple similarity networks built using different similarity measures. Another difference is that, in our framework, nodes representing the categories, e.g. superfamilies, are part of the similarity network (Section 2.2). An obvious application of this enhancement is the computation of inter-category relationships (e.g. fold to fold) based on sequence/ structure similarities of the proteins in the graph.
Our proposed framework is general enough to be applicable in different biological applications such as structural classification, functional classification, automated annotation and clustering. As a particular application for demonstrating the utility of our framework, we train a Bayesian model for automated structural classification of new proteins. Specifically, we use two sequence and three structure comparison methods to create five similarity networks, which are combined to create a multi-attribute similarity network. Our results show that when the affinities from different networks are combined using the Bayesian framework, higher accuracies are achieved compared with single-attribute networks. We also compare our proposed framework with a kernel-based integration approach by combining individual kernels created for different similarity measures using the SVM-Pairwise kernel (Liao and Noble, 2003) , which has been shown to yield high performance for recognizing remote homologs. Experimental results show that our technique outperforms the kernel based method.
The main contributions of the paper are construction of a multi-attribute similarity network for proteins using sequence/structure-based measures, use of random walks on graphs for mining multi-attribute similarity networks, development of a general Bayesian framework for combining the results of random walks and application of the framework for automated structural classification of novel protein structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the idea of random walks on similarity networks. In Section 3, we present a Bayesian framework for combining a multiattribute similarity network for the classification of new proteins. We present experimental results in Section 4 and conclude with a brief discussion in Section 5.
MULTI-ATTRIBUTE SIMILARITY NETWORKS
We define a similarity network on a database of proteins as a graph whose nodes represent individual proteins. Edges are established between proteins that show significant similarity, and the weight of an edge indicates the degree of similarity. The main advantage of such a similarity network over ranked immediate neighbor lists (as in traditional sequence/structure searches) is that it encodes the global structure of similarity relations among proteins (Weston et al., 2004) . When multiple information sources are used to establish the similarity network, the number of available edges provided by each source is not equal. In order to normalize the number of edges contributed from each information source, either a score-threshold or fixed-number-of-neighbors, i.e. top-k, approach should be adapted. The methodology used for establishing the edges is a parameter that is critical to the quality of the generated similarity network.
We adopt the top-k approach. The motivation is to overcome the possible non-uniformity of similarity scores, where larger proteins tend to get higher scores compared with small proteins. The differences between these two approaches are revisited in Section 4, where we evaluate the performance of various approaches: the score threshold approach and top-k approaches for k 2 {1, 2, 5, 10}.
We create a separate similarity network for each information source/similarity measure. A similarity network for an information source is created by inserting protein-protein edges for similar proteins into the graph and normalizing the weights on these edges to the range [0, 1] such that the smallest similarity score corresponds to 0 and the highest similarity score corresponds to 1. The resulting set of similarity networks form a multi-attribute similarity network containing different types of edges with each type representing one similarity measure. In this paper, we use two sequence and three structure comparison methods to demonstrate that combining sequence and structure information provides a more accurate representation of the protein universe compared to using a single sequence/structure measure alone. For sequence based components of the similarity network, we choose two widely used sequence comparison methods, PSI-Blast (Altschul and Koonin, 1998) , and HMMer (Eddy, 1998) on the SUPERFAMILY database (Gough, 2002) (HMMer is referred to as HMM throughout the paper). For measuring structure similarity, we use three existing structural alignment methods: Dali (Holm and Sander, 1993) , Vast (Madej et al., 1995) and CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) , which identify the homologs of a given structure. Each sequence-and structure-comparison method described above assigns a score for a pair of proteins, that indicates the statistical significance of the similarity between them. In particular, we have used the Z-scores reported by CE and Dali, p-values reported by Vast, and E-values (Àlog(E-value)) reported by HMM and PSI-Blast as similarity scores.
Next, we discuss how random walks on similarity networks are performed.
Random walks on similarity networks
Random walks provide an efficient mechanism for capturing the global structure of a similarity network. The idea is to start a random walker at a specified start node q, and at every time step to advance the walker to a random neighboring node (based on the weights of the adjacent edges) or to return to q with a restart probability c. The result of this process can be captured in an affinity vector x q that measures the affinity (or the steady state residence probability) of the nodes in the graph to the start node q (Lovasz, 1996; Pan et al., 2004) . Formally, the affinity of a node v to node q, x qv , is defined as: DEFINITION 2.1. x qv is the steady state probability that a random walk starting at node q visits node v.
The restart probability c enforces a restriction on how far we want the random walker to get away from the start node q. In other words, if c is close to 1, the affinity vector reflects the local structure around q, and as c gets close to 0, a more global view is observed.
The steady state affinity vector can be computed efficiently by iterative matrix multiplication. Figure 1 shows the algorithm. A proof of convergence of the above algorithm follows from existing literature (Bolch et al., 1998; Weston et al., 2004) and is also given in an accompanying supplement. The number of iterations for convergence is closely related to the restart probability c. As c gets smaller, the diameter of the observed neighborhood increases, thus the number of iterations to converge gets larger. The convergence criterion is that the L 1 -norm between two consecutive x q s is less than a small threshold, e.g. 10 À9 . In our experiments, for c ¼ 0.30, the average number of iterations to converge is $55.
Integration of known classifications
The information of known category associations can be integrated into an existing similarity network of proteins for classification purposes. In this paper, we integrate the SCOP (Structural Classification of Proteins) classification (Murzin et al., 1995) into the similarity network. A node for each SCOP category is added to the similarity network, enhancing the set of nodes
A detailed description of this category extension process is given in the accompanying Supplementary Material.
To classify a new protein q, we compute the affinity of category nodes to q for each level of the taxonomy, namely the x q (V family ), x q (V superfamily ) and x q (V fold ) vectors. Each similarity network creates its own set of affinity vectors, and affinity vectors from different graphs are merged using a Bayesian approach which is discussed next.
AUTOMATED CLASSIFICATION USING SIMILARITY NETWORKS
In this section, we propose a Bayesian framework that uses multi-attribute similarity networks for automated classification. We choose to use a Bayesian classifier (Mitchell, 1997) for a number of reasons: it supports multi-class classifications, it can use the initial distribution of data to minimize training, it inherently supports multiple sources of information, it has minimal number of parameters, and it provides probabilistic decisions. The affinity vectors computed from the similarity network are used as values of random variables that represent category affinities. The similarity network of training proteins is used to compute prior probabilities and Bayesian correction is applied to the cases without adequate information. A Bayesian classifier is then constructed and used to classify query proteins at a given taxonomy level. Figure 2 shows an overall view of the process of merging affinity vectors using the Bayesian approach. In the remainder of this section, we present the theoretical details of our Bayesian model for automated classification and show how the model is trained using known taxonomies such as SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995) and CATH (Orengo et al., 1997) .
Bayesian network model
A Bayesian network graphically represents the conditional dependencies between the components of a probabilistic model. The joint probability of the model is then computed in a systematic way by using the conditional probabilities. The Bayesian model we propose in this section uses the affinities computed on the similarity network as values of the random variables. The random variables in the network presented in Figure 3 are as follows:
Q: category of the query protein, H i : the category with the highest affinity to the query protein based on similarity measure corresponding to tool T i , i.e. arg max x q (V) i and A i : affinity of category H i for the query protein, i.e. max x q (V) i .
As shown in Figure 3 , we assume that data sources are conditionally independent from each other given the class of the query protein.
The category of the query protein depends on the categories with the highest affinities and their affinity values (Fig. 3) . The probability that a query protein belongs to a category c j given a set of m similarity measures (maximal affinity categories and their affinities) is written as follows. (Terms beginning with an upper case letter represent variables and the terms beginning with a lower case letter represent instances.)
We simplify the computation of the Equation (1) by assuming the independence of (H i , A i ) sets of variables given a specific category c j (standard naive Bayesian assumption): Integrating protein similarity networks
Since the first term is a constant over all categories, the classification can be carried out knowing the values of P(Q ¼ c j ) and
The exact probabilities, if needed, can be computed by normalization. Our decision to use the highest affinity from a similarity measure instead of the entire affinity vector simplifies the training task as detailed next. Note that we use a nonstandard parameterization in Equation (3) instead of a standard parameterization [Equation (2)]. The non-standard approach provides a more reliable global prior as described next.
Training of Bayesian classifier
Training of the Bayesian classifier involves computation of the prior and posterior probabilities. These probabilities are computed based on the similarity network of training proteins (datasets are described in detail in Section 4). The prior probabilities, P(Q ¼ c j ), are computed based on the distribution of the training proteins over the different categories.
For the computation of the posterior probabilities, (Jensen, 2001 ): a global prior is computed over all the bins, and later this is modified by the training data and normalized. For each (h i , a i ) pair, we compute a histogram whose bins range over the categories. Each bin c j in the histogram is initialized to the prior probability P(Q ¼ c j ). This value is then incremented by one for each training protein that falls into it. Thus, the value in bin c j will finally equal the initial value plus the 
Next, we illustrate the computation of prior and posterior probabilities using an example. Assume that there are three categories c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 . If 20% of the training proteins belong to category c 1 , 30% belong to c 2 , and the remaining 50% belong to c 3 , then the prior probabilities are computed as P(Q ¼ c 1 ) ¼ 0.2, P(Q ¼ c 2 ) ¼ 0.3, and P(Q ¼ c 3 ) ¼ 0.5. Now, consider any pair (h, a) for a similarity measure corresponding to a tool T i . In order to compute the posterior probabilities for this pair, the bins of the histogram are initialized to (0.2, 0.3, 0.5). Suppose that two proteins in the training set belong to the pair (h, a) for tool T i . Further, suppose that their categories are c 1 and c 2 . Then, the histogram's final value is (1.2, 1.3, 0.5). After normalization, we obtain (0.4, 0.43, 0.17). This leads to the posterior probabilities
Our decision to use the highest affinity from each similarity measure instead of the entire affinity vector can be justified by examining the number of terms that need to be computed during training. For example, at the family level, an affinity vector has 1308 entries. Assuming 10 bins are used, there will be 10 1308 different combinations to evaluate during training. This renders the approach of using the entire affinity vector impractical.
EXPERIMENTS
We conducted a number of experiments to study the parameters that influence our approach based on similarity networks, random walks and Bayesian classification. We also validated the proposed framework by comparison with a number of alternative approaches. We used the SCOP database (Murzin et al., 1995) version 1.63 for validation. SCOP is a hierarchical classification of protein structures and is used as a benchmark in many studies. We removed redundant sequences from this set using the ASTRAL compendium for sequence and structure analysis (Chandonia et al., 2004) . We selected protein domains with <95% sequence identity, reducing the set to 8720 domains. This was further restricted to a dataset of size 4087 by considering only single domain protein chains for which pre-computed sequence/structure similarity measures are provided. Of these proteins, 3315 are members of the four major SCOP classes: all a, all b, a + b and a/b. We performed 3-fold cross validation on this set. In other words, we partition 3315 chains into three sets. We use two of these partitions (2210 chains), in turn, for training, and the remaining partition (1105 chains) for testing. Note that no training protein is used for testing. The accuracy values reported are the average values. We name the training sets DS and the query sets QS.
We created a multi-attribute similarity network on DS using the sequence/structure similarity measures described in Section 2. The resulting graph contains $3700 nodes on the average for the three training datasets (|V protein | ¼ 2210, |V family | ' 745, |V superfamily | ' 445 and |V fold | ' 305) and $40 000 edges per similarity measure for the score threshold approach. We then conducted random walks for each protein q in QS by inserting them (one at a time) into the similarity network via edges that represent sequence/structure relationships to the proteins in DS. Thus, we computed x q (V family ), x q (V superfamily ) and x q (V fold ) vectors for each similarity measure. We employed the strategy proposed by Lindahl and Elofsson (2000) to have a complete separation of different levels in the classification: we discarded edges (i.e. similarities) to family members of q when computing x q (V superfamily ) and ignored both family/ superfamily level edges when computing x q (V fold ). The classification is then carried out by the Bayesian classifier trained on DS as described in Section 3.2. In our experiments, we tested the classification performance using the SCOP classification as the ground truth. The performance is measured by the percentage of correct classifications. As for the running time, the classification of a query protein is performed in the order of seconds on a typical desktop computer.
The first set of experiments analyzes the parameters that affect our approach. The second set compares the proposed framework with alternative approaches. Additional experimental results that assess the certainty of classification assignments are given in the accompanying supplement.
Analysis of parameters
To study the effect of restart probability (the only parameter of the iterative random walk algorithm), we conducted experiments on a single attribute network built using VAST similarity scores. Figure 4 shows the effect of changing the restart probability on the percentage of correct classifications. The category of the query protein is given by the category of its nearest neighbor, i.e. 1-NN classification. We see that decreasing c (i.e. increasing the diameter of random walks) decreases the family level performance a little bit, because of added noise by other families. On the whole, the results are not very sensitive to the choice of c. We adopt c ¼ 0.30 in the rest of the experimental evaluation.
The purpose of the next set of experiments is to analyze the effect of the number of neighbors, k, in the top-k approach to network construction. The choice of k changes the structure of a similarity network by adding different number of edges. Theoretically, an increase in k captures distant similarities. But, beyond a certain point, it forces noise into the affinity vectors, thus having a negative effect on the ability of the network to capture the protein space. Figure 5 shows the classification performance of Bayesian classifiers that are based on graphs built with varying number of closest neighbors. The graph validates our theory about the effect of k on the performance at different levels. Classification performance at the family level decreases rapidly when the number of top k neighbors used increases. At the superfamily and fold levels, though, the performance does not change as much with respect to the number of neighbors considered. We choose k ¼ 2 in the rest of the experiments.
Next, we investigated how the classifier performance is affected by using score thresholds instead of top-k in similarity network construction. The classification results for classifiers built using the top-2 approach and score thresholding on single-attribute and multi-attribute similarity networks are displayed in Table 1 . An integrated classifier that uses multi-attribute similarity networks performs better than the classifiers that use single-attribute similarity networks regardless of the graph creation methodology. Additionally, top-2 approach is more successful than the score thresholding approach. The reason behind this is the nonuniformity of the scores assigned by the comparison methods. A match between two small proteins is statistically less significant than a match between two large proteins, resulting in a higher score for the latter pair. Experimentally, we observed that for a fixed score threshold, large proteins tend to have hundreds of neighbors, whereas small proteins have only a few. Because of this inherent property of similarity scores, a score threshold is not suitable for defining the similarity cutoff. The performance improves significantly for classifiers based on single-attribute similarity networks for top-2 compared with score thresholding. For the integrated classifier, though, the change in the performance is lower. This indicates that the non-uniformity originating from the similarity networks is corrected when multiple sources are merged to make a combined decision. Combining similarity networks using multiple similarity measures seems to make the final decisions more robust.
Comparative analysis
To validate the effectiveness of the similarity networks, we analyzed the performance of Bayesian classifiers built on these networks and compared our results with a kernel based support vector machine (SVM) classifier, a nearest neighbor classifier, and an integrated sum classifier.
In the first technique, we built an integrated kernel by combining individual kernels representing each similarity measure. The kernel for a similarity measure is created using a technique similar to the SVM-Pairwise (Liao and Noble, 2003) method, in which a protein is represented as a vector of similarity scores, and the kernel between two proteins is defined using the Gaussian kernel with the optimum parameters found using 5-fold cross validation. Using this method, we created kernels for the sequence and structure similarity measures. We then normalized all kernels to 1 on the diagonal and centered in the feature space. There are a number of ways of integrating the individual kernels. Lanckriet et al. (2004) proposed a weighted sum approach to combine kernels where weights are determined using semi-definite programming. However, a uniform sum approach has been shown to produce satisfactory results (Pavlidis et al., 2001; Yamanishi et al., 2004) , and we employ that approach in our experiments. We use the LIBSVM library (Chang and Lin, 2001 , http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm) to train a multi-class soft margin support vector machine (C-SVM). We determined the best value for the penalty parameter in the error term using 5-fold cross validation. The multi-class strategy implemented by LIBSVM employs a one-against-one strategy, in which k · (k À 1)/2 classifiers are trained for k classes. The accuracy results we report in the paper are the results from average of multiple one-against-one SVMs. Alternatively, we could have used a one-against-all classification strategy for testing, as employed by previous work on protein classification using SVMs (Liao and Noble, 2003; Saigo et al., 2004) . This strategy is also implemented in LIBSVM. Our experiments using one-against-all classification did not produce better results than the one-against-one strategy.
We also compared our technique with two other simpler integration and classification schemes:
1NN classifier: Here, we directly use the similarity scores of the first nearest neighbors (1NN) of query proteins as determined by each similarity measure. A query protein is then classified into the category indicated by the combined 1NN scores. Instead of a vector of random walk affinities, we now have a vector of similarity scores. In order to merge the similarity measures, we train a Bayesian classifier as discussed in Section 3.
Sum classifier: Another simple scheme is to merge the individual results by summing the affinity vectors (as opposed to a Bayesian classifier). Then, the protein is assigned to the category that has the highest sum. Fig. 4 . The effect of changing the restart probability on classification using VAST similarity measure. The query protein is assigned to the category of the highest affinity protein.
The comparison of Bayesian classifiers based on similarity networks and competing techniques is depicted in Table 2 . This table clearly indicates that our integrated Bayesian approach outperforms all the competing techniques by achieving correct classification accuracies of 96.31-29.06% from family to fold levels. On the other hand, SVM classifier correctly classified 91.24, 49.33 and 22.87% of the proteins at the family, superfamily and fold levels respectively. The poor performance of the 1NN classifier compared with our integrated approach shows that the use of global similarity information is superior to naive, local ranking methods. Similarly, the lower accuracy of the sum classifier establishes that using a naive integration approach is not as effective as our Bayesian model. Also, the poor performance of the similarity network without category nodes approach signifies the benefit of a category node enhanced network for classification purposes. We conclude from these results that multi-attribute similarity networks are effective at capturing close and remote similarities, and that Bayesian networks provide a sound integration technique.
DISCUSSION
We proposed a novel framework for analysis of multi-attribute similarity networks based on random walks on graphs and Bayesian theory. Our framework is general enough to be applicable in different biological applications such as structural classification, functional classification, automated annotation and clustering. We showed that by using multiple similarity networks based on different similarity measures, one can obtain a better representation of the protein space and can make more accurate decisions. Moreover, our experiments showed that the proposed technique is more effective in capturing the properties of the protein space compared with a competing kernel-based information integration approach.
The similarity network and the classification scheme we propose are not limited to only sequence and structure sources, but are general enough to be incorporated with a wide range of information sources. The only constraint on the source is that it should be able to give a similarity measure between a pair of proteins. One can even use motif databases such as PROSITE (Sigrist et al., 2002) and Pfam (Bateman et al., 2004) as information sources (Kuang et al., 2005) . In this case, the similarity between a pair of proteins is defined as the similarity of the sets of motifs each protein contains. Using a similar approach, pathway data and gene expression data can also be incorporated into our framework. As the diversity of information sources increases in the future, integrated approaches have the potential of capturing the protein space even more accurately. 
